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THIS ARTICLE EXPLORES THE HISTORICAL DEVELOP-

ment of common-practice musical style and how that
development might connect to the cognition of key
within the history of Western European tonality. First,
musical corpora of 19 composers were divided into
three-chord progressions, and these progressions were
tallied. The chord tallies were used for a cluster analysis
and for measurements of inter-corpus cross entropy.
The cluster analysis divided the corpora in ways that
conform to historical and stylistic intuitions, and
inter-corpus cross entropy was found to correlate with
the years separating the corpora. These findings show
that the chronological distance between two musical
corpora seems to predict compositional similarity and
that chord-progression norms are connected to specific
historical situations. In order to model how these
changes might affect the cognition of musical key, a cor-
pus-sensitive key-finding algorithm was used to decode
key within a famous example of musical ambiguity, the
opening of Beethoven’s ‘‘Eroica’’ symphony. Each
corpus-trained model created a slightly different key
interpretation, suggesting that historically situated
models of tonal cognition might indeed interpret the
same stimulus differently.
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I N HIS 1989 MONOGRAPH STYLE AND MUSIC,
Leonard Meyer finds fault in musicology’s tradi-
tional approach to musical ‘‘style.’’ He writes, ‘‘Style

has frequently been equated with the manner in which
something is expressed, as distinguished from the mat-
ter being presented. When this view is adopted – when
style is taken to be the domain of how things are stated,
as distinct from what is being asserted – choice tends
to be understood as a decision between alternative ways
of ‘saying’ the same things.’’ (p. 6). Meyer argues that
this way of thinking is flawed: changing the context
and manner of what is said changes the very substance
of what is said. His thesis, then, is that different styles

constitute different models of musical communication,
suggesting that musical style fundamentally affects
musical cognition.

This article will interrogate this thesis by investigating
the differences between musical styles through a corpus
analysis, focusing on two musical domains: surface
chord progressions and the musical keys they articulate.
First, we test the differences between the chord progres-
sion statistics within various corpora, and find that
these statistics change throughout the common-
practice era. The chronological distance between two
musical corpora seems to predict compositional simi-
larity, creating a web of related but varying musical
models. Next, we model the effect these changes might
have on the interpretation of musical key. This experi-
ment trains a key-finding algorithm using chord pro-
gression statistics and analyzes a classic example of
musical ambiguity, the opening of Beethoven’s ‘‘Eroica’’
symphony, framing the discussion within the historical
debate surrounding the key orientation of the symph-
ony’s initial phrase. The model’s key results differ when
it trains on the music of different composers, suggesting
that a change in chord-progression practice affects our
perception of the underlying key. This result raises the
potential that different musical communities might use
different tonal models to make cognitive sense of music.
Finally, we connect these findings to a theory of tonal
cognition that is intertwined with musical communities
and the musical corpora that represent them.

Experiment 1:
Measuring Similarity in Harmonic Practice

MATERIALS AND METHOD

The goal of this experiment was to measure the simi-
larity and difference between the harmonic practices of
various composers. This was accomplished by tallying
chord trigrams (progressions of three chords) drawn
from composers’ corpora, and analyzing the corpora’s
trigram frequencies and their relative cross entropies.

This experiment relied on data from the Yale MIDI
project. The Yale archive collects MIDI files from clas-
sicalarchives.com (a website of user-sourced MIDI
files), each associated with metadata that specifies the
file’s opening key, composer, date of composition,
instrumentation, composer’s nationality, genre, and so
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on. At time of writing, the corpus included roughly
5,000 pieces. These experiments used the corpora of
19 composers: Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Byrd, Chopin,
Debussy, Handel, Haydn, Liszt, Mendelssohn, Mozart,
Saint-Saens, Scarlatti, Schubert, Schumann, Tchai-
kovsky, Telemann, Vivaldi, and Wagner. The average
corpus contained 231 pieces with the smallest corpus,
Wagner’s, containing only 33 and the largest, Scarlatti’s,
containing 554. The average corpus included 339,185
chord verticalities (‘‘salami slices’’ in the nomenclature
used below), with Wagner’s again being by far the smal-
lest (67,538) and Mozart’s being the largest (1,322,716).

In order to normalize by key and remain sensitive to
changes between styles, this study used a key-finding
method that relied on the properties of the corpus itself
as much as possible. Unlike methods that rely on human
analysis, a completely automated method is neither lim-
ited by human resources nor mediated by an indivi-
dual’s own cognitive biases. In other words, this
allowed for the use of extremely large amounts of data
drawn from a corpus’ properties rather than from
human analysts.

First, to gather scale-degree information, a technique
based on that used in Temperley and Marvin (2008) was
implemented. Under the assumption that pieces begin
in the key indicated in the metadata, the program cre-
ated a scale-degree frequency vector based on the first
30 quarter-notes of each file. (This length and metric
was chosen after several test trials. As the length is
expanded, the key-profiles contain more noise, while
shorter lengths create sparser data: this length seemed
to strike a balance. Other metrics – for instance, mea-
sures or chords – returned similar results.) The program
used these frequencies to create key-profiles, which in
turn were used to identify other parts of a composer’s
corpus that clearly articulate a key.

After making a key-profile vector from the beginnings
of pieces, the program moved a measure-long window
over the remainder of each MIDI file in the corpus,
testing the pitch-class content against each possible

rotation of the major and minor key-profile vectors.
(Such an analysis compares an ideal scale-degree tally
with the pitch-class frequencies of a passage of
unknown key. The passage’s frequencies are compared
with the ideal tally to find the likely key. See Krumhansl,
1990, Huron, 2006, and Temperley, 2007, for more on
this method.) When the pitch-class frequencies corre-
lated highly (r2 > .60) to one of the key profiles, the
program interpreted that passage in that key. To verify
the success of the process, the vectors were used to
identify the keys of the beginnings of the Bach chorales,
a data set withheld from the following experiments.
Each performed between 81.5% and 83.5% accurately,
suggesting that the process was sufficiently successful.
Notably, the key profiles varied very little between cor-
pora, also indicating a certain robustness in the method.
(Some implications of this invariance are discussed
below.)

Different sizes of n-grams within these tonal passages
were then tallied, and after initial experimentation it
was determined that trigrams (i.e., n ! 2) seemed to
balance between precise and sparse data. (An n-gram
model involves contiguous sequences of n items from
a sequence of observations. When n!2, the observation
at the current timepoint is conditioned on the two pre-
vious observations. The model is therefore concerned
with three-chord trigrams – the current and previous
two chords – at every observed timepoint.) In order to
remain as theory-neutral as possible (again, to minimize
human biases), the trigrams were gathered at three met-
ric levels and combined. By repeating data collection at
several levels and agglomerating the resulting trigrams,
we allow for patterns that recur at several durational or
metric levels to become more dominant in a distribution
while remaining agnostic as to the relative importance
of different surface divisions. The process is illustrated
in Figure 1. The program first divided the music into
every verticality where the pitch-class content changes
(referred to as ‘‘salami slicing,’’ using nomenclature
from Quinn, 2010), then divided the music into the

FIGURE 1. Three methods of surface divisions.
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contents of each beat (as defined by the MIDI file’s
metric data), and finally grouped notes into the next
smallest division of the beat (also defined by the MIDI
meter data). As seen in the example, this returns not
only traditional chords (e.g., C-E-G), but also less tra-
ditional chords (e.g., C-D-E-F-G). This study assumes
that any surface structure is a legitimate ‘‘chord,’’ fol-
lowing Quinn (2010), and Quinn and Mavromatis
(2011). The total count of each trigram was defined as
the sum of its counts at the three metrical levels.

The program introduced two simplifying steps, the
first being to ignore immediate chord repetitions. The
second simplifying step ignored pitch height and order-
ing. Trigrams were tallied as sequences of unordered
mod-12 scale-degree sets instantiating transpositionally
equivalent sets. (Again, this choice attempts to strike
a balance between gathering too much information and
not enough.) For instance, IV–V–I and I–V/V–V would
register as different scale-degree instantiations of the
same transpositionally equivalent normal-form trigram.
Specifically the former scale-degree progression is
represented as the mod-12 normal-form trigram
f[0, 5, 9], [2, 7, 11], [0, 4, 7]g, the latter as f[0, 4, 7],
[2, 6, 9], [2, 7, 11]g; their transpositionally equivalent
form is represented as the trigram f<0, 4, 7>!

2
<0, 4, 7]

!
5

<0, 4, 7>g, three major triads separated by i.c. 2 and
i.c. 5, respectively. The program tallies the relative fre-
quency of these progressions: in this case, the former
scale degree expression generally occurs more fre-
quently than the latter. This whole process was imple-
mented in the Python language (version 2.7) using the
music21 software package (Cuthbert & Ariza, 2011).

This process returned an average of 78,923 scale-
degree trigrams per composer, but a median of only
50,338, indicating several outliers. These included
Haydn’s (251,662 trigrams), Scarlatti’s (243,926), Bach’s
(159,048), and Byrd’s (117,944) corpora. Wagner’s cor-
pus returned the fewest: 17,285 trigrams.

Trigram frequencies were clustered to measure the
similarity and difference between each composer’s cor-
pus. Each corpus was represented by a vector in which
each value expressed a trigram’s frequency, with the tri-
grams associated with each position in the vector
remaining constant for every corpus. The angles between
the vectors were then calculated. By this metric, two
composers who used the same progressions with similar
relative frequencies would result in small angles, while
composers with completely different harmonic practices
would have divergent vectors. This procedure used the R
programming language (version 2.13.0) to run a divisive
cluster analysis on a dissimilarity matrix derived from
the cosines of these vectors’ angles. Running other types

of clustering analysis (e.g., agglomerative) does not nota-
bly change the clusterings, indicating a sufficient level of
robustness.

To quantify the relationship between historical and
stylistic similarity, another measurement of similarity
– cross entropy – was correlated to the years separating
the corpora, testing whether chronological proximity
would indicate similar chord-progression practices.
Cross entropy measures how well one set of data pre-
dicts another by taking the log probability of the events
in one data set given the frequency distribution of
events in another set. Equation 1 formalizes this: the
cross entropy H judges an observation sequence o1,
o2 . . . on in O in terms of a probabilistic model m, and
then averages the logarithm. All cross entropies in this
article are reported in bits (base 2). A composer’s birth
year was used as the corpus’ date.

EQUATION 1: Cross entropy

Hm"O# ! $
1
n

log"m o1; o2 . . . on" ##

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 illustrates the first ten values in the frequency
vectors for three selected composers; the distributions of
each composer can be found in this study’s online sup-
plementary material at http://christopherwmwhite.
commons.yale.edu/. Note the power-law distribution
of each, and that while many of the same trigrams occur
between composers, their positions in the distribution
are variable. A C2 test confirms that these corpora are
significantly different from one another (p < .01).

Figure 2 shows a cluster analysis of the trigram fre-
quencies of each composer. The clustering mostly con-
forms to our intuitions of chronology and stylistic
similarity: note that, for instance, composers of the First
Viennese School occupy the same cluster, as do Brahms
and Schumann, close friends and colleagues. Running the
same clustering procedure on a table containing inter-
composer cross entropies returns similar results, again
indicating the robustness of this clustering. The factors
contributing to the clustering are multifaceted, but one
hallmark of the clustering has to do with the composers’
use of V versus V7 and how relatively often they employ
consistent non-triadic figurations. For instance, the Bach/
Handel/Telemann/Vivaldi cluster uses I–V–I and V–I–V
more frequently than I–V7–I and V7–I–V7, while this
situation is reversed in the First-Viennese cluster. In
Brahms and Schumann, trigrams representing figura-
tions rather than traditional harmonic progressions (for
instance, I–Iadd9–I or I–Iadd 4–I) rise higher in their
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distributions compared to earlier corpora. Within the
Chopin/Tchaikovsky/Saint–Saens/Liszt cluster, these fig-
urations come to be even more prevalent, becoming these
composers’ most frequent trigrams.

Byrd, Debussy, and Scarlatti are the outliers here.
Byrd’s most frequent trigrams are contrapuntal, with
several figures prolonging a tonic triad with passing and
neighboring tones being most frequent (for instance, I–
[^1,4,5]–I and I–[^1,2,5]–I, or f[0,4,7], [0,5,7], [0,4,7]g
and f[0,4,7], [0,7,9], [0,4,7]g in mod-12 notation).
Debussy’s chord trigrams seem to represent a different
harmonic practice altogether, while Scarlatti’s frequent
progressions are more often dyadic due to the prevailing
two-voice texture of his keyboard sonatas.

Cross entropies were calculated between corpus pairs
and plotted by the years separating the corpora. Figure 3
shows a representative comparison between inter-corpus
cross entropy and chronology using the Handel corpus
as a reference point. The graph plots each composer’s
cross entropy compared to Handel’s model by the num-
ber of years separating the two composers’ births. (This
analysis removed Byrd from consideration: being by
far the earliest composer, his status as a chronological

outlier often skewed the regressions.) The correlation is
relatively strong: the Spearman rank coefficient is .69,
suggesting that most of the time the further a composer’s
birth year is from Handel’s, the higher the cross entropy.
The outliers here are notable. Brahms’ corpus returns
a lower cross entropy than the regression line predicts.
That is, his practice is more similar to Handel’s than the
years separating their births might suggest. On the other
hand, Schubert’s corpus returns a higher cross entropy
when predicted by the Handel corpus, suggesting that
Handel’s musical practice differs more from Schubert’s
than one might expect from their chronology.

These results suggest a connection between the musi-
cal norms that dominate a composer’s surface harmonic
progressions and his chronological situation. Overall,
the trigrams of these corpora group by time period, and
changes in style are correlated to chronology. However,
there are more factors to be considered, as birth dates
seem not to tell the whole story. Geography and com-
positional influence, for instance, may play important
roles. Several composers who return lower cross entro-
pies with Handel’s corpus than the regression line pre-
dicts (i.e., their corpora were more similar to Handel’s
model than chronology would seem to indicate) were
also active in German-speaking countries or were con-
cerned with Baroque-style counterpoint (e.g., Mendels-
sohn and Brahms), although this does not hold in all
cases (e.g., Wagner). Furthermore, while all such birth-
year/cross-entropy plots returned positive correlations,
several returned somewhat low results (using Wagner’s
corpus for reference, for instance, returned a coefficient
of merely .18).

Two larger issues must be noted. First, this experiment
operates under the assumption that the pieces within
each corpus are sufficiently representative of a compo-
ser’s style. This illustrates an endemic concern for the
corpus-study methodology: short of encoding every
work by every composer, a corpus will be constrained

FIGURE 2. Cluster analysis of composers' trigram frequencies.

TABLE 1. First Ten Values of Three Selected Frequency Vectors and Their Associated Mod-12 Scale-Degree Trigrams.

Byrd Handel Brahms

[0, 4, 7],[0, 2, 4, 7],[0, 4, 7] 1099 [0, 4, 7],[7, 11, 2],[0, 4, 7] 552 [0, 4, 7],[7, 11, 2],[0, 4, 7] 727
[0, 4, 7],[5, 7, 0],[0, 4, 7] 760 [0, 4, 7],[0, 2, 4, 7],[0, 4, 7] 481 [7, 11, 2],[0, 4, 7],[7, 11, 2] 634
[0, 4, 7],[0, 4, 5, 7],[0, 4, 7] 759 [7, 11, 2],[0, 4, 7],[7, 11, 2] 466 [0, 4, 7],[11, 2, 5, 7],[0, 4, 7] 474
[0, 4, 7],[0, 2, 7],[0, 4, 7] 734 [0, 4, 7],[0, 2, 4, 5, 7],[0, 4, 7] 292 [0, 4, 7],[0, 2, 4, 7],[0, 4, 7] 452
[5, 7, 0],[0, 4, 7],[0, 2, 7] 458 [0, 4, 7],[0, 4, 5, 7],[0, 4, 7] 266 [11, 2, 5, 7],[0, 4, 7],[11, 2, 5, 7] 425
[0, 2, 7],[0, 4, 7],[5, 7, 0] 433 [0, 4, 7],[11, 2, 5, 7],[0, 4, 7] 252 [0, 2, 4, 7],[0, 4, 7],[0, 2, 4, 7] 241
[0, 2, 4, 7],[0, 4, 7],[0, 4, 5, 7] 429 [0, 4, 7],[11, 2, 5],[0, 4, 7] 211 [0, 4, 7],[2, 5, 7],[0, 4, 7] 228
[0, 4, 7],[7, 11, 2],[0, 4, 7] 409 [0, 4, 7],[5, 9, 0],[0, 4, 7] 210 [0, 4, 7],[5, 9, 0],[0, 4, 7] 222
[0, 2, 4, 7],[0, 4, 7],[0, 2, 4, 7] 347 [0, 2, 4, 7],[0, 4, 7],[0, 2, 4, 7] 194 [0, 4, 7],[4, 7, 9, 0],[0, 4, 7] 208
[7, 11, 2],[0, 4, 7],[7, 11, 2] 308 [11, 2, 5, 7],[0, 4, 7],[11, 2, 5, 7] 192 [2, 5, 7],[0, 4, 7],[2, 5, 7] 167

Trigram Freq.
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by the availability of digital encodings of music. While
this concern is somewhat mitigated by the large amount
of pieces within the Yale MIDI corpus, it should still be
acknowledged. Furthermore, this study treats each com-
poser’s output as a coherent and well-defined group. But
this may not necessarily be the case. One could imagine
that some pieces within, say, Brahms’ corpus might be
extremely similar to those of Beethoven’s corpus, while
other Brahms pieces might represent a style closer to
Schubert’s. An investigation into the variability within
each composer’s corpus is undertaken in White (2013).
However, in the current study, we will assume that
authorship sufficiently defines a corpus while acknowl-
edging the limits of this approach.

While these concerns are important, the evidence
points to a connection between a corpus’ historical sit-
uation and its surface chord-trigram frequencies.

Experiment 2: Corpus-Sensitive Key Finding

When one has two different sets of expectations, the
same stimulus might be interpreted in two different
ways. As Meyer (1989) would argue, if music history
contains different sets of musical expectations, then the
same musical material might be interpreted differently
in varying historical situations. This experiment inves-
tigates these potential differences by treating key cen-
ters as information embedded into musical surfaces
that is decoded by listeners. This scheme is advocated
in Huron (2006): listeners unearth the music’s key by
deciphering the musical surface, decrypting the tonal
center indicated by the surface’s chord progressions. If

corpora from various historical situations significantly
differ, then they may prepare listeners differently for
this decoding task, showing that stylistic variations
affect the interpretation of musical material.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

This experiment investigates how different corpora
might express key differently by using a corpus-
sensitive key-finding algorithm on a famous example
of musical ambiguity, the opening of Beethoven’s
‘‘Eroica’’ symphony. Several key-finding algorithms
were considered for this experiment, and the chordal
n-gram algorithm of Quinn (2010) was chosen. This
selection was due to the algorithm’s use of a musical
parameter that sufficiently fluctuates between corpora,
as well as its potential connection to musical cognition.
While key-profile analyses could have been applied to
this experiment, recall that the vectors drawn from the
initial passages of composers’ corpora in Experiment 1
were almost identical. In contrast, the above experi-
ment confirms that chord progressions do vary signif-
icantly between different corpora. While some recent
work (e.g. Albrecht & Huron, 2012) engages with the
variation between different composers’ key-profile vec-
tors, this study will focus on chord progressions. From
a music-cognition standpoint, the connection between
tonal cognition and chord progressions has received
less attention than key profiles; however, chord pro-
gressions have been used in experimental models of
tonal cognition in various forms (c.f. Krumhansl &
Kessler, 1982; Loui, Wessel, & Hudson Kam, 2010;
Schmuckler, 1989). Temperley and Marvin (2008) note

FIGURE 3. The cross entropy of Handel’s corpus as determined by other composers’ corpora, plotted in terms of the number of years separating
Handel’s and other composer’ births (i.e. the coordinates represent [separating years, cross entropy]).
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problems with purely distributional key-profile theo-
ries of tonal cognition, and suggest that considering
harmonic information in key-finding would likely
increase accuracy.

Equation 2 formalizes Quinn’s key-finding algorithm,
combining the probability of a key given the chord
progression at timepoint j with that key’s probability
at the previous timepoint. The equation states that the
best key judgment, or x̂j, is the key x that maximizes the
right side of the equation. There, x can represent each
of the 24 (or, x ! 0 . . . 23) major and minor keys, and
b represents the matrix of the probabilities of all pos-
sible keys throughout a piece at every timepoint j.
Therefore, bx, j represents the probability of a particular
key x at timepoint j, and bx, j–1 represents the probabil-
ity of key x at the previous timepoint. In its current
usage, each timepoint will entail each salami slice. We
calculate a key’s probability bx, j at some timepoint
using Experiment 1’s probabilistic associations between
transpositionally equivalent normal-form trigrams and
their potential scale-degree expressions, or P(keyx|oj-2,
oj-1, oj) where oj-2, oj-1, oj is the observed transposition-
ally equivalent normal-form trigram at timepoint j and
keyx is the scale-degree trigram associated with a partic-
ular key.

EQUATION 2: The key-finding algorithm (a formal-
ization of Quinn, 2010)

x̂j ! argmaxx bx;j
! "

d bx;j$1
! "

x 2 j0 . . . 23j

The process uses overlapping trigrams, such that the
last two chords within the current trigram constitute
the first two chords of the previous trigram. Since
probabilities from two timepoints are combined, a pre-
vious key judgment will affect the overall judgment. So
as to weight the past less heavily than the present,
a decay function d acts on the previous timepoint’s
probabilities. Equation 3 defines Quinn’s decay func-
tion. Each member x in X of vector b at timepoint j is
augmented by some value i and then normalized over
the sum of all the newly augmented values. This yields
a more even probability distribution, with the points of
higher probability mass redistributed to points of lower
probability. By ‘‘evening out’’ the probability distribu-
tion at the previous timepoint, the previous probabil-
ities contribute less to the final product calculated in
Equation 2. The number i can be adjusted depending
on how much one wants the past key judgments to
influence the overall judgment. The current experiment
uses i ! 0.01.

EQUATION 3: Quinn’s decay function

d bX;j
! "

!
bx;j % i

P23
x!0 bx;j % i

Consider an example trigram: a progression of three
triads, F, C, and G major. The transpositionally equiv-
alent trigram of this progression would be f<0, 4, 7>
!

2
<0, 4, 7] !

5
<0, 4, 7>g, or three major triads sep-

arated by i.c. 2 and i.c. 5, respectively. The first part of
Equation 2’s numerator – the probability of a progression
being in a key, or bx, j – is found using Experiment 1’s tally
of scale-degree instantiations of this transpositionally
equivalent trigram, now converted into key probabilities.
For these probabilities, consider a hypothetical training
session that has seen 1,000 normal-form trigrams of this
transpositionally equivalent type. Of this, 800 are
instances of the IV–V–I chord progression, and 100 of
I–V/V–V (both scale-degree instantiations of the pro-
gression in question), with the final 100 being various
other scale-degree instantiations. With this information,
we can calculate P(keyx|oj-2, oj-1, oj). The probability of C
major would be calculated using the proportion of IV–
V–I trigrams within all trigrams of the more general
chord structure. Since 800 of the 1000 transpositionally
equivalent trigrams were IV–V–I trigrams, the probabil-
ity is 80%. Since only 100 of the trigrams expressed V–V/
V–V progressions, F major would yield a lower proba-
bility (100/1000, or 10%).

Those three chords could, however, occur in a clear F-
major context, something taken into account by incor-
porating the previous key judgment, bi, j–1. If F major’s
probability were extremely high at the previous time-
point, this would influence the final outcome, weighting
F major higher than C major. If indeed that were the
case, F major would receive the highest overall proba-
bility, and the algorithm would interpret the progression
as I–V/V–V.

The algorithm also implements a novel smoothing
step to account for the small possibility that the chord
progression articulates scale degrees that have not been
observed (and to ensure the algorithm never needs to
multiply by zero). The smoothing system is original and
is based on the well-documented tendency of musical
data to follow power-law distributions, reallocating
small amounts of probability mass to conform to this
distribution. This smoothing algorithm appears in the
online supplementary material. (For more on power-
law distributions in music, see Levitin, Chordia, &
Menonc, 2012; Manaris et al., 2005; Quinn & Mavro-
matis, 2011; Zanette, 2006;).
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In sum, this algorithm provides probabilistic key judg-
ments based on its observed associations between tran-
positionally equivalent trigrams and scale degree. It
learns these associations from a corpus, and assigns
probabilities based on the frequency of such associations.

The algorithm was trained on several different cor-
pora, after which it judged the key probabilities within
the opening of Beethoven’s ‘‘Eroica’’ symphony, a reduc-
tion of which is reproduced in Figure 4. Since single-
composer groups performed poorly in early trials due
to sparse data, a k-means cluster analysis was per-
formed on the same vectors used in Figure 2. Particu-
larly well-performing clusters occurred at k ! 7 (i.e.,
that clustering exhibited a relatively high silhouette
width). The four non-unitary groupings were used:
Vivaldi–Telemann–Handel, Beethoven–Schubert–
Haydn–Mozart–Mendelssohn, Brahms–Schumann, and
Chopin–Tchaikovsky–Saint-Saens–Liszt. The following
discussion heuristically refers to these as the Baroque,
Classical, Early Romantic, and Late Romantic corpora,
respectively.

Results and Discussion

The opening of the ‘‘Eroica’’ has been the subject of
several divergent tonal analyses throughout its recep-
tion history, and these analyses are reflected in the
experiment’s results. Byros (2009) has written exten-
sively on the reception of this opening phrase, showing
that critics tend to view the passage in one of three ways:
as briefly modulating to G minor, as remaining in E-flat
major, or containing a moment of ambiguity bookended
by E-flat clarity. Byros shows that each hearing is his-
torically situated: the G-minor hearing was prevalent in
the early 19th century, while the E-flat and ambiguous
hearings gain favor later in the century. To Byros, the
passage contains ‘‘a ‘lost’ harmonic schema,’’ the le – sol
– fi – sol progression, a schema that would have been
familiar to Beethoven’s listeners and precipitated hear-
ing the famous C-sharp as a raised subdominant degree
in G minor (Byros, 2009, p. 138). The unusual character
of this passage for contemporary ears, then, did not

derive from its ambiguity, but from Beethoven’s unusual
evocation of the minor mediant so early in the symph-
ony’s initial phrase. According to Byros, later readings –
that of a prolongation of E-flat or of momentary ambi-
guity – can be attributed to the schema falling out of
favor in the 19th century and becoming less familiar to
historically removed listeners.

Table 2 shows the trigram-by-trigram key judgments
made by the four models, starting on the downbeat of
measure 6. In this example, each column is labeled with
the pitch classes of the final chord in the trigram under
consideration at that moment. Each cell then shows the
key that each model assigns to each trigram.

Table 2 reflects the variation within historical criti-
cism of the passage. At the onset of bar 6, each model
analyzes the key as E-flat major, although with the small
possibility that the E-flat chord represents a dominant,
and therefore an A-flat key center. As the bass descends
to D, all models converge on a high-probability E-flat
analysis. When the bass moves to C-sharp, however, the
readings diverge. Both the Baroque and Classical mod-
els find that the introduction of this pitch class suggests
a move to the subdominant, interpreting the pitch not
as C-sharp but as D-flat. Both Romantic models, on the
other hand, analyze the pitch C-sharp as the raised
fourth scale degree in G minor. Notice, however, that
all models’ probabilities are much more divided
between keys, creating a dramatically lower top proba-
bility and less overall certainty: several models retain
secondary E-flat readings, while the Baroque model
even secondarily points to A-flat and F minor.

As the C-sharp rises to D, all models converge on G
minor as the most probable tonic. Having assigned that
key to the previous trigram, the Romantic models return
very high probabilities, while secondary keys remain in
the other models with lower-but-persistent probabilities
(note that some even point slightly to D minor!). In bar
10, all models return to E-flat major, keeping G minor as
a secondary possibility. This possibility disappears as the
music reaches its suspension figure in bar 11.

The Romantic corpora, then, seem to produce models
that are better prepared to hear bars 7–9 as a digression

FIGURE 4. Reduction of Beethoven’s Third Symphony, “Eroica,” mm. 5—13.
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into G minor than do the earlier corpora. The earlier
corpora, on the other hand, find measure 7 to be more
indicative of a lowered leading tone, pointing toward
a subdominant digression. While measure 9 provides
the Romantic models with a confirmation of their sus-
pected G minor, the same measure provides the earlier
models with a tonal surprise. Having moved through
the music of measure 6, the Classical and Baroque mod-
els are not prepared for a move to the submediant in bar
7, and therefore do not settle on a G minor analysis until
bar 9. The later corpora, however, are not only prepared
for this modulation, but deem it to be the most probable
explanation of measure 9. All models hear G minor, but
different corpora cause the models to settle into this
hearing at different moments in the passage.

Each historical interpretation can be seen in the algo-
rithm’s analysis of this passage. The two Romantic cor-
pora reflect a G minor emphasis as they first invoke that
key in bar 7, a key that is then confirmed with the
following trigram. The Classical and Baroque corpora,
on the other hand, reflect a reading of ambiguity. These
models’ interpretation of bars 7 and 9 involve different
keys, indicating a ‘‘cloud’’ of uncertainty that only
begins to dissolve into clarity in bar 10. A completely
E-flat interpretation, on the other hand, would arise
from a model with a higher factor of decay. If any of
these models considered previous judgments more
strongly, the high E-flat probability of bar 6 could easily
overwhelm the chromatic motion of bar 7.

But Byros’ (2009) particular historical argument –
that the G minor reading would have been characteristic
of Beethoven’s time period – is not supported by this
data, although neither is it refuted. Later corpus models
give rise to the G minor reading, whereas earlier models
– including that contemporaneous with Beethoven – are

more ambiguous. Byros’ corpus analysis finds the
le–sol–fi–sol paradigm to be at the height of its popu-
larity in 1790, and the current study might seem to
challenge this, as a prevalence of this schema would
likely be reflected in this study’s corpora. However, since
Byros’ schema involves a sequence of four harmonies
with specific bass-voice relationships, and since the
present key-finding algorithm does not take chord
inversion into account and only models three-chords
at a time, it cannot directly engage with Byros’ le–sol–
fi–sol reading. While it seems plausible that Byros’
schema did indeed have its heyday in the late 18th cen-
tury, the current study suggests that the more general-
ized chord pattern underlying his schema (i.e., the
normal-form sets) would associate the Eroica’s arrival
on C-sharp more with the subdominant than with the
mediant. By the 19th century, however, it appears that
this general chord structure yields a clear G-minor anal-
ysis both earlier and with higher probability than the
Baroque and Classical models.

General Discussion:
Style Changes Musical Interpretation

The results of these two experiments provide a quantita-
tive picture of the changes in one aspect of harmonic
style across the common-practice period, and when used
in a corpus-sensitive key-finding model, these divergent
practices analyze music differently. Experiment 1 shows
that chord progression probabilities change over time,
such that these changes are correlated to chronology.
Experiment 2 uses these changing chord progressions
to decode musical key within the ‘‘Eroica’’ symphony’s
opening. At least in terms of surface chord progressions
as defined in this study, our initial proposition – that

TABLE 2. The Algorithm’s Analysis After Four Different Training Sessions, mm. 6—11.

Corpus
Last chord
of trigram

Eb-G-B
(m.6) G-Bb-D

C#-G-Bb
(m.7)

G-Bb-D
(m.6)

Bb-D-F-Ab
(m.10)

Eb-Ab-Bb
(m.11) Eb-G-Bb

Baroque Eb:83% Eb: 100% Eb: 3%
Ab: 51%
ab: 27%
f: 16%

g: 68%
d: 7%

Eb: 50%
g: 28%

Eb: 99% Eb: 100%

Classical Eb: 94% Eb: 100% Eb: 39%
Ab: 52%

Eb: 7%
Ab: 10%
g: 72%
d: 6%

Eb: 89%
g: 7%

Eb: 99% Eb: 100%

Early Romantic Eb: 83% Eb: 100% Eb: 42%
g: 48%

Eb: 1%
g: 99%

Eb: 62%
g: 31%

Eb: 99% Eb: 100%

Late Romantic Eb: 85%
Ab: 8%

Eb: 100% Eb: 42%
g: 48%

Eb: 1%
g: 99%

Eb: 62%
g: 31%

Eb: 99% Eb: 100%

Note: Each key is aligned horizontally, and the most probable keys appear in bold.
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musical-surface statistics differ significantly and these
differences engender different interpretations – seem to
be supported.

These findings have implications for music cognition.
In particular, they model the concept of ‘‘historically
situated music cognition,’’ the idea that a listener’s cog-
nition of tonal centers is inextricably attached to the
music to which she has been exposed. In this formula-
tion, tonal cognition is something defined by a listener’s
time and place (Byros, 2009), and this connection
between historical situations and tonal cognition is
reflected in the current studies’ findings. Different his-
torically situated corpora – and potentially the musical
communities participating in these corpora – create dif-
ferent tonal models that in turn interpret tonal surfaces
differently.

This argument is not entirely new. Many have
argued that our cognitive models of tonality arise from
exposure to corpora; for instance Bharucha (1987),
Huron (2006), and Pearce, Ruiz, Kapasi, Wiggins, and
Bhattacharya (2010). Several recent pop/rock corpus
studies (e.g., Burgoyne, 2012; DeClerq & Temperley,
2011) – have shown that chords transition to one
another with different frequencies in pop-music cor-
pora than in common-practice corpora. Hughes
(2012) uses these differences as the basis for subject-
based testing, yielding some significant results: Hughes
primes subjects with either classical or blues music,
after which the subjects hear a chord progression and
are asked to rate its goodness-of-fit. In these experi-
ments, subjects often prefer different chord progres-
sions depending on whether the subject heard classical
or blues music first.

While different pop and classical corpora potentially
teach listeners to cognize tonality differently, the above
results suggest that even finer grained distinctions
between tonal models might be made. If the way in
which we cognize tonality is contingent upon the corpus
on which we are trained, then a listener’s tonal model of,
say, 1720s Weimar is meaningfully different than, say,
1840s Paris. Reflecting Meyer’s (1989) initial point,
then, the differences between harmonic practices are
not simply a matter of using the same tonal model
somewhat differently, but using an altogether separate
tonal model. A corpus’ harmonic style, then, can deter-
mine the tonal interpretation of musical events.

But while this discussion concerns music cognition,
these findings cannot claim to model the hearings of
individuals at particular times. Instead of making a claim
about individualized cognition, corpus models approx-
imate a representative sample of music to which some
population could potentially have been exposed. The

experiences that individuals have with these corpora are
variable, as are individuals’ music training, ability, and
so on, rendering these models’ connections to individ-
ual subjective cognition unviable. However, these mod-
els do approximate the agglomerated compositional
practice of a particular time and place. As such, they
represent a horizon of listening possibilities available to
a population while also approximating the average
musical trends and norms of a style. Rather than mak-
ing claims about what individual historically situated
listeners heard, these models can make claims about the
stylistic norms associated with historically situated
populations of listeners and composers, articulating
a field of potential that governed the musical learning
occurring at some time and place.

The connection between corpus-based and cognitive
modeling becomes even more difficult when consider-
ing 20th and 21st century listening practices. If we are
exposed to a range of historical corpora in addition to
popular and contemporary art music, our own histori-
cally based musical expectations become complicated
and perhaps multivalent. While each individual corpus
might give rise to its own tonal models, it is unclear
whether exposure to multiple models yields a single
agglomerated cognitive model, various separate
repertoire-specific cognitive models, or some hybrid of
those options. White (2013) discusses the issues of mul-
tiple tonal models in more detail; however, this topic
represents an ample area for future psychological and
corpus-based investigation.

Overall, however, the data presented above do sup-
port Meyer’s (1989) basic claim – that stylistic variations
influence the interpretation of musical material. The
different manners in which composers deploy chord
progressions influence the output of a key-finding
model. Importantly, this is not to discount other seman-
tic associations with the word ‘‘style’’: certainly the word
can mean anything from the types of instruments used
in performance practice to the note from which to
approach a trill. These experiments suggest, however,
that when we talk about musical style as a something
that affects and distinguishes between compositional
practices, we are talking about different ways of com-
municating musical key and other tonal information.

This study is limited in its extent, and only suggestive
of the above hypotheses. However, these data show that
chord progressions within musical corpora group
together by historical time period, and that different
corpora can lead an algorithm to decode musical key
in different ways, suggesting that different tonal models
can lead to different musical interpretations. All in all,
this argues for a view of tonal cognition in which tonal
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models are framed in terms of their particular historical
situation and the specific boundaries of a corpus.
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